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Abstract1

Slope streaks are albedo features that form frequently on equatorial Martian slopes. Most2

slope streaks are dark relative to surrounding terrains, a minor fraction is bright, and there are3

rare transitioning streaks that exhibit a contrast reversal partway downslope. Their formation4

mechanisms and physical surface properties are not well understood. New observations acquired5

by the Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System (CaSSIS) on board ESA’s ExoMars Trace6

Gas Orbiter (TGO) provide insights into slope streaks’ surface microstructure, roughness and7

particle size ranges. Using multiple phase angle observations, we show that dark slope streaks8

are substantially rougher and possibly more porous than their bright counterparts, which are9

likely composed of more compact regolith. Color data acquired in the four wavelength bands10

suggest that dark streaks are spectrally similar to bright streaks but are composed of larger11

particles. The comparison of our orbital results to the laboratory measurements of Martian12

regolith analogs indicates that particles within dark slope streaks may be up to a factor of four13

larger than the granular material of the surrounding terrains. At one study site in Arabia Terra,14
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Color and Multi-angular Observations of Martian Slope Streaks

using complementary imagery from other orbiters, we identify a case where dark slope streaks15

turned fully bright in a twenty-year period. These and CaSSIS observations suggest that bright16

slope streaks are old dark slope streaks, likely formed by deposition of dust or decomposition of17

surface aggregates into smaller particles.18

Keywords— Slope streaks, Mars, CaSSIS, reflectance spectroscopy, regolith.19

1 Introduction20

The surface of contemporary Mars hosts a variety of active geologic processes (Dundas et al.,21

2021). Linear and fan-shaped albedo features, known as dark slope streaks, were discovered in Viking22

orbiter images of the Olympus Mons aureole (Morris, 1982). Knowledge about their global extent23

and formation mechanism was considerably expanded using the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) Mars24

Orbiter Camera (MOC; Malin and Edgett 2001) datasets (Sullivan et al., 2001; Schorghofer et al.,25

2007). Very high image resolution (∼0.3 m/px) analysis studies based on the Mars Reconnaissance26

Orbiter (MRO) High Resolution Imaging Experiment (HiRISE; McEwen et al. 2007) revealed27

further information about slope streak morphology and aeolian surface evolution (e.g. Chuang et al.,28

2010). Slope streaks are found in equatorial, high albedo and low thermal inertia regions that are29

covered by a fine surface particle layer (Ruff and Christensen, 2002). Within the forty years of orbital30

observations of slope streaks several hypotheses have been raised to explain their origin. Initially31

proposed to be debris weathered from dark pyroclastic materials (Morris, 1982), a dry model where32

avalanching surface dust exposes a deeper, darker, and presumably less oxidized Martian substrate33

was subsequently suggested (Williams, 1991; Sullivan et al., 2001; Dundas, 2020). The latter model34

was supported by low-sun illumination HiRISE observations, which showed that a surface layer is35

removed, at least in large slope streaks (Phillips et al., 2007; Chuang et al., 2007). Conversely, several36

properties of slope streaks have been proposed as evidence for fluid-related formation mechanisms.37

Slope streak ability to initiate well below the angle of repose (Brusnikin et al., 2016) and exhibit38

bifurcating morphology (Miyamoto et al., 2004), the presence of a fine particle layer that slows39

desiccation (Ferguson and Lucchitta, 1984) and allows capillarity (Kreslavsky and Head, 2009); and40
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Color and Multi-angular Observations of Martian Slope Streaks

the regional detection of chloride-rich chemistry (Bhardwaj et al., 2017) have all been inferred to41

support fluid formation models.42

Slope streaks are known to be darker than their surrounding material by ∼10% (Sullivan et al.,43

2001). The various contrast states of slope streak darkness suggested that a time-dependent fading44

mechanism likely related to dust deposition is occurring (Aharonson et al., 2003). Some streaks45

have been observed to fade on timescales of four decades (Bergonio et al., 2013) and generally46

persist longer than the seasonal occurrences of dust devil tracks (Balme et al., 2003). While slope47

streaks have been observed to form sporadically (Schorghofer and King, 2011), seasonal formation48

has also been recently indicated (Heyer et al., 2019).49

On Mars, a peculiar type of slope streaks that are brighter than their surroundings by up to 2%50

are known to exist (Sullivan et al., 2001). Bright streaks might appear on the same slope as dark51

streaks, and remain visible under varying lighting geometry conditions (Schorghofer et al., 2007).52

Initially it was proposed that bright streaks form in a thinner particle layer (Sullivan et al., 2001).53

However, the absence of newly formed bright slope streaks suggested that bright slope steaks are54

simply old dark slope streaks (Schorghofer et al., 2007). A rare transitioning case in which slope55

streak brightness contrast reverses partway downslope was observed and suggested to be either an56

angular unconformity (Sullivan et al., 2001) or viewing angle effect (Baratoux et al., 2006).57

Using hyperspectral images from the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for58

Mars (CRISM; Murchie et al. 2007) and HiRISE color photometry, Mushkin et al. (2010) found59

that slope streaks are spectrally featureless at the visible and near-infrared wavelengths. They60

concluded that dark slope streaks appear dark not due to an exposure of the pre-existing substrate,61

as suggested by the avalanching dust model (Sullivan et al., 2001), but due to soil enrichment of62

low-albedo ferric oxides and amalgamation of nanophase FeOx grains into larger particles. They63

argued that slope streak surfaces are dry, but a short-lived liquid phase was needed to explain the64

particle agglomeration. Although no spectral hydration signatures were found in a subsequent study65

(Amador et al., 2016).66

Little is known about the rare transitioning and bright slope streaks. In this paper, we investigate67
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Color and Multi-angular Observations of Martian Slope Streaks

the properties and plausible origin of these much rarer surface features. First, to find out the extent68

of bright slope streak distributions and also to locate previously undiscovered transitioning slope69

streaks, we implemented a grid mapping approach of Arabia Terra using MRO’s Context Camera70

images (CTX; Malin et al. 2007). We then investigated the photometric parameters of these streaks,71

such as particle size, roughness and surface texture, through multi-angular observations of all three72

types of slope streaks (i.e. dark, bright and transitioning; Fig. 1). For this purpose we primarily73

use images taken by the Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System (CaSSIS; Thomas et al. 2017)74

onboard the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO), which is able to acquire such multi-angular data75

due to the non-sun-synchronous orbit of TGO. To investigate particle size effects, we compared76

our CaSSIS observations with the spectral reflectance of the Mars Global Simulant (MGS-1) soil77

(Cannon et al., 2019), measured with the PHIRE-2 (PHysikalisches Institut Reflectance Experiment -78

2) radio-goniometer (Pommerol et al., 2011) and the Mobile Hyperspectral Imaging System (MoHIS;79

Pommerol et al. 2015). In addition, we used a reflectance model (Hapke, 2012) to analyze the effects80

of particle size on the regolith albedo. When higher resolution or a time dependent analysis were81

found to be necessary (and were available), we complemented the CaSSIS observations with images82

acquired by HiRISE and MOC.83

2 Methods and Data84

2.1 Mapping of bright slope streaks in Arabia Terra85

Based on MOC observations, it was shown that bright slope streaks are more common in86

Arabia Terra and are much rarer in other geologic regions where dark slope streaks are abundant87

(Schorghofer et al., 2007). To map the complete regional distributions of bright slope streaks in88

Arabia Terra we used a normalized global CTX mosaic, which has been recently released by Dickson89

et al. (2018). It provides an excellent opportunity for large scale surveys of geologic features that90

are larger than 10 meters in size. MRO’s CTX acquires panchromatic (500-750 nm) images at 5-691

m/px in resolution, and with image swaths of 30 km x ≥40 km, it has imaged >97% of the Martian92
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Figure 1: A) OMEGA derived nanophase ferric oxide spectral parameter map (Ody et al., 2012) overlain with locations
studied in this work (yellow stars). Regions of ferric oxide parameter larger than 1 are generally dusty, low in thermal
inertia and dominated by fine particles. Regions shaded in black correspond to an absence of data. B) Relatively fresh
dark slope streaks on a crater wall in Arabia Terra (site S25). These streaks are observed to flow around obstacles and
sustain bifurcating morphology. C) Bright slope streaks on a shadowed slope of a channel in Arabia Terra (S20). The
fresher dark slope streak in the middle of the image is capping an older bright streak. D) Transitioning slope streak on
a slope of an irregular depression in Arabia Terra (S12). The fan-shaped streak exhibits a contrast reversal partway
downslope and was first observed by Sullivan et al. (2001). CaSSIS IDs in respective order: MY35_010269_009_0_RPB,
MY34_002312_006_2_RPB and MY35_009517_177_0_NPB. Sun illumination shown in the top right corner of each
image. North is up in all panels.

surface. We selected a 30◦ x 40◦ bounding box in Arabia Terra (Fig. 1) and employed a qualitative93

grid-mapping method (Ramsdale et al., 2017). This region of interest was divided into ∼16,00094

hexagonal facets 20 km in diameter. 20 km size hexagons were determined to be the most optimal95

for rapid large scale studies. Each hexagon was assigned a category: 1) no data available, 2) bright96

slope streaks absent 3) bright slope streaks present. To qualify for the third category at least one97

bright slope streak had to be present in a hexagon. In addition, to date, only one case of transitioning98
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Color and Multi-angular Observations of Martian Slope Streaks

slope streak had been observed (Sullivan et al., 2001; Baratoux et al., 2006, also see Fig. 1D). Thus,99

we also use our mapping efforts to search for more transitioning slope streaks in Arabia Terra.100

2.2 CaSSIS photometry101

Given TGO’s non-Sun-synchronous orbit, CaSSIS can monitor surface changes at varying102

local solar times (LST), several times per Martian season. We made use of this capability by103

acquiring multi-angular observations of several selected slope streak sites in our study (see Table 1).104

This allows us to investigate plausible phase-angle-dependent effects, which are closely associated105

with surface parameters such as particle size, porosity and/or roughness (Fernando et al., 2016).106

CaSSIS observations are generally acquired in at least two of the four possible color bands (BLU107

497 nm, PAN 677 nm, RED 835 nm and NIR 940 nm; Roloff et al. 2017; Perry et al. 2021 this108

issue). The observations we use in this paper were primarily taken in all four CaSSIS filters. We109

display them here as NPB (NIR, PAN, BLU) or RPB (RED, PAN, BLU) linearly stretched false110

color composite products (Perry et al. 2021, this issue). This allows us to investigate possible111

compositional differences between dark, bright and transitioning slope streaks.112

We selected 25 sites in Arabia Terra that contained dark, bright and transitioning slope streaks113

for the photometric analysis study. Additionally, we include one site in Tharsis, one in Labeatis114

Fossae and two in Amazonis Planitia (see Table 1 for details). Out of a total of 29 sites, 14 include115

transitioning slope streaks that had previously never been imaged. The three types of slope streaks116

observed in our study (see Fig. 1 for examples) are defined as follows: (1) dark slope streaks117

are entirely darker than their surroundings, i.e. the whole streak, from apex to terminus has a118

lower apparent brightness in images then the surrounding terrain; (2) bright streaks are entirely119

brighter than their surroundings from apex to terminus; (3) transitioning streaks are brighter than120

the surroundings at the apex, but the contrast reverses partway downslope, i.e. the terminus of a121

transitioning streak is darker than its surroundings. We measured the I/F values of the apexes and122

termini of selected slope streaks (I/F = detected radiance (I) divided by the solar irradiance at zero123

incidence (F), such that I/F = 1 for a normally illuminated, perfectly diffuse reflector). To do this, we124
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calculated the mean I/F values of regions-of-interest (ROIs), typically 30-100 pixels in size. The ROI125

I/F averages (numerator) for each CaSSIS band were then divided by respective I/F values for similar126

ROIs of the surrounding surface (denominator), which results in ratioed reflectance spectra. Such127

relative photometry methods are well established (e.g. Daubar et al., 2016; Schaefer et al., 2019;128

Munaretto et al., 2020, 2021), and afford the advantage of cancelling out the reflectance dependence129

at the condition that both ROIs selected have the same local slope and aspect. Ratioed reflectance130

spectra also partially cancel out atmospheric attenuation effects. However, light scattered by the131

Martian atmosphere is an additive, not a multiplicative term. Also, scattered light is dependent132

on: 1) wavelength (greater at low BLU than long NIR wavelengths), 2) phase angle (atmospheric133

column is larger for larger phase angles) and 3) optical opacity (τ) values. While a detailed and134

quantitative study of these effects is left for future work, we use atmospheric opacity values to135

qualitatively assess the potential impact of atmospheric effects on the surface reflectance.136

A quantitative assessment of the atmospheric conditions in each CaSSIS observation was made137

using the climatological assimilation of dust opacities derived from the Mars Climate Sounder138

(MCS) instrument (McCleese et al., 2007). The assimilated MCS column dust optical depths139

provide a global-scale reanalysis of the atmospheric dust loading during a period of the CaSSIS140

observations, with a grid point spacing of approximately 200 km. The assimilation is an extension of141

the Open access to Mars Assimilated Remote Soundings (OpenMARS) dataset (Holmes et al., 2020),142

a publicly available global record of Martian weather from 1999 onward. The image execution143

times and location of each CaSSIS image were then used to extract the dust opacity at visible144

wavelengths, which gives a dust optical depth value to accompany each CaSSIS image. While145

this approximation provides a means to evaluate whether a CaSSIS image is suitable for color and146

multispectral analysis, we note that the assimilation is rather coarse in resolution (∼200 km x 200147

km). Thus, a particular opacity estimate may not reflect the conditions under which a particular148

CaSSIS image (generally less than 10 x 50 km on average) was taken, and is only used as a proxy149

for a more accurate estimation of dust opacity.150
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2.3 Laboratory measurements151

Precise, image-based photometric analyses of the Martian surface are often complicated by152

differences in illumination and observation geometries among images, varying amounts of scattering153

by aerosols and clouds in the atmosphere, or the limited signal-to-noise ratio of the data. Such154

studies are therefore ideally complemented by measurements of the reflectance of analogues in155

the laboratory and physical modelling of light scattering. Physical modelling allows us to vary156

all relevant parameters independently within a wide parameter space, in order to investigate their157

influence and understand the physical causes behind photometric behaviors. On the other hand,158

experimenting with actual analogue soil samples allows us to consider some of the complexity159

encountered on real planetary surfaces (including possible correlations between the parameters),160

and can provide ground truth for the interpretation of remote-sensing data. Here, we use both161

approaches in a complementary way.162

For decades, JSC Mars-1, a natural weathered volcanic ash from Hawaii (Allen et al., 1998),163

has been the most widely used Martian soil analogue. It has been used to study on Earth various164

properties expected to be similar to those of the Martian surface material. JSC Mars-1 is not165

distributed anymore, however and a replacement is desirable. The CLASS Exolith Lab, located at166

the University of Central Florida, has undertaken the development of suitable analogous materials167

for the surfaces of various Solar System objects. There the analogue material is produced by168

mixing a series of individual mineral and phase components based on our knowledge to date of169

the compositional characteristics of soils (Cannon et al., 2019). In particular, their Mars Global170

simulant (MGS-1) was designed to mimic the chemical and mineralogical compositions of soil171

from the Rocknest site, which was analysed by Curiosity (Blake et al., 2013) and considered the172

best characterised Martian soil to date. Note however that the composition of this soil sample is173

nearly indistinguishable from that of other in-situ soil samples, which is what makes it suitable as a174

global soil simulant that can be used in a variety of contexts. The overall composition of the sample175

is basaltic, but it also contains hydrated silica, ferrihydrite and magnesium sulfate to simulate the176
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amorphous fraction of the Rocknest sample, which itself consists mainly of basaltic glass with177

amorphous or poorly crystalline components derived from Martian dust.178

To prepare our MGS-1 sample for analysis, we baked it at 333 K for 24 hours and then179

dry-sieved it using a sonic separator (VariSifter™ from Advantech Manufacturing, Inc.) to retrieve180

the different size fractions we investigated (Fig. 2). Note that because of the way the initial sample181

was produced (i.e., mixing several components with different particle size distributions and resistance182

to crushing), dry-sieving the bulk sample almost certainly results in some mechanical fractionation183

of minerals/phases between the different particle size fractions. However, such fractionation is also184

expected on Mars, where the bimodal distribution of particle sizes corresponds to a mineralogical185

distinction between fine dust particles rich in iron oxides and coarser sand-sized particles derived186

from local mechanical alteration of the basaltic crust. Based on this assumption, we use the smallest187

particle size ranges of sieved MGS-1 samples to serve as an analog for the surface fine grains found188

in slope streak rich equatorial regions. However, such analog samples should be used with caution189

since the dust grains present in bright and low thermal inertia regions of Arabia Terra are not well190

constrained and have not been studied in detail by any lander.191

Figure 2: Spectral image of sieved MGS-1 sub-samples of different size fractions in measurement containers. Colored
bounding boxes represent the regions of interest (ROI) that were used for the spectral measurements.

The resulting size-sorted samples were then characterized using different techniques, including192

visible (VIS) Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF), and visible and near-infrared193

(VIS-NIR) hyperspectral imaging. To experimentally test phase angle effects on reflectance behavior194
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of sieved MGS-1 samples, we used the PHIRE-2 radio-goniometer. PHIRE-2 is designed to measure195

the visible bidirectional reflectance of surface samples over a wide range of geometries and under196

cold (240 K) to ambient (295K) conditions (Pommerol et al., 2011). Two mobile arms rotate around197

the samples within a hemisphere to illuminate the sample and measure the scattered radiance within198

a wavelength range restricted by one of six bandpass filters (with centers at 450, 550, 650, 750, 905199

and 1064 nm and with Full width at Half Maximum bandpasses of 70 nm for VIS wavelengths and200

30 nm for NIR wavelengths). The measurements are automated to produce dense sets of reflectance201

data, which can then be interpolated and integrated to estimate the hemispherical albedo of the202

sample or other photometric quantities, or fit by photometric models. The reflectance data are203

radiometrically calibrated by comparing the measurements of the sample to measurements of a plate204

of Spectralon™ (Labsphere) that has well-known reflectance properties.205

For each particle size fraction of MGS-1 we also acquire high resolution spectra using The206

Mobile Hyperspectral Imaging System (MoHIS). MoHIS was constructed from the setup previously207

used to acquire hyperspectral images of samples in the Simulation Chamber for Imaging the208

Temporal Evolution of Analogue Samples (SCITEAS; Pommerol et al. 2015). MoHIS consists209

of two cameras, one sensitive in the VIS range (0.4 – 1.0 µm) and the other in the NIR (0.9 – 2.4210

µm), and a monochromatic illumination system, allowing acquisitions of hyperspectral images of211

the samples (Pommerol et al., 2015). The hyperspectral cubes are produced by illuminating the212

sample with monochromatic light, and then acquiring an image with one of the two cameras before213

shifting the wavelength slightly and repeating the procedure. We acquire these measurements with214

high spectral resolution (6.5 to 13 nm), and a spectral sampling such that there is overlap between215

adjacent bands (6 to 15 nm), mimicking datasets acquired by orbital instruments such as OMEGA216

or CRISM. From the hyperspectral cubes, averaged spectra over user-defined regions of interest217

(ROI) can be calculated and exported. As with PHIRE-2, the radiometric calibration of the MoHIS218

data consists of a normalization to the measured reflectance of a Spectralon™ plate after subtraction219

of a dark signal (see Pommerol et al., 2015; Yoldi et al., 2021) and correction of minor absorption220

by the Spectralon beyond 2 µm using manufacturer data.221
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2.4 Reflectance modeling222

To complement orbital observations and laboratory measurements in this work, we used the223

Hapke spectral reflectance model (Hapke, 2012) (for methodology see the Appendix section). Our224

goal was to investigate the effects of different particle sizes of Martian dust on the spectral reflectance225

that would be observed by orbital imagers. Our implementation of the model primarily follows226

the approach of Becerra et al. (2015), which is itself based on those of Roush (1994) and Warell227

and Davidsson (2010), and neglects atmospheric extinction and scattering. The model simulates228

the reflectance spectra of a uniform dusty surface on Mars for a user-given mean particle size with229

a 1 nm spectral sampling between 300 and 4000 nm. The complex indices of refraction (optical230

constants) of the simulated dust are obtained from the CRISM/OMEGA measurements of Wolff231

et al. (2009). In order to simulate instrument observations, the 1 nm model spectra are convolved232

with the instrument bandpasses. Convolving the raw modeled spectra with the CaSSIS band-pass233

coefficients (Thomas et al., 2017) results in simulated CaSSIS I/F values for each grain size selected.234

The same convolution procedure was also used to convolve the MoHIS measurements to CaSSIS235

I/F, outputting laboratory-based simulations of CaSSIS observations of the MGS-1 simulant.236

3 Results237

3.1 Mapping of bright slope streaks in Arabia Terra238

The results of our grid mapping campaign are shown in Fig. 3. The region of interest is roughly239

2000 km x 2000 km in size and covers most of Arabia Terra where bright slope streaks exist. An240

initial observation at this scale suggests that bright slope streaks are very common in Arabia Terra.241

The distribution of bright slope streaks in our study area is not homogeneous, i.e. the density of242

the streaks increases towards the center of the map. We note that an HRSC-MOLA slope mosaic243

does not suggest steep slopes in these regions. Moreover, the crater size-frequency distributions do244

not appear to be correlated with the increased density of bright slope streaks, although some bright245
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streaks are observed around the rims of large craters. At smaller local scales not resolvable by this246

map, streaks are primarily found around small craters, channels and hills. An OMEGA nanophase247

ferric iron oxide abundance map (300 m/px to 5 km/px) (Ody et al., 2012) and TES dust cover248

index map (3.5 km/px) (Ruff and Christensen, 2002) indicate evenly distributed dust in this region.249

The bright slope streak distributions are likely correlated with regions where dark slope streaks are250

less active, i.e. regions with few fresh dark streaks contain many old bright slope streaks (see also251

Schorghofer et al., 2007). Alternatively, there could be a regional thicker settled dust layer in the252

center of Arabia. However, the apparent lack of bright streaks in other regions than Arabia may253

suggest different surface fines particle size distribution and/or composition.254

Figure 3: Bright slope streak distribution in Arabia Terra (red hexagons) based on mapping with a global 5 m/px CTX
mosaic (Dickson et al., 2018). Each shaded hexagon (20 km in size) indicates at least one bright slope streak present
in that area (see Ramsdale et al. (2017) for grid-mapping methodology). Yellow stars indicate locations of CaSSIS
multi-angular color photometry. The basemap is HRSC-MOLA slope mosaic (200 m/px).
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3.2 Observation of a brightening slope streak255

A time-dependent slope streak contrast reversal that would provide clues about the relationship256

between dark and bright streaks, has not yet been reported. Here, we have captured such a contrast257

reversal of several slope streaks at one site in our study region within Arabia Terra (site S15; Fig. 4).258

This site was first observed at high resolution by MOC, on 2001-04-16, and the streaks visible in259

this MOC image appear dark, although slight brightening at the apexes can already be observed.260

On 2019-12-27, CaSSIS observed this site again, with a slightly different Sun-azimuth direction261

(incidence: 56.5◦) as the original MOC observation (incidence: 35.6◦). The streaks in this CaSSIS262

image appear almost completely bright.263

Finally, the same location was observed recently by HiRISE on 2020-10-04, which confirmed264

the observation in the CaSSIS image, i.e. that such streaks are indeed brighter than their surroundings.265

These three observations by MOC, CaSSIS and HiRISE suggest an apex-to-bottom brightening266

process. To rule out possible photometric effects, i.e. the prospect that streaks appear brighter under267

high phase angle illumination, we present multi-angular observations that show on the contrary that268

streaks brighten with decreasing phase angle (see subsection 3.4).269

3.3 Slope streak color observations270

Based on photometric measurements of 34 dark, 25 bright and 19 transitioning streaks from all271

our study sites, we calculated ratioed reflectance spectra in each CaSSIS band (Fig. 5). Averages272

were based only on images that were identified by the atmospheric model to have τ<1 (see Table273

1). Where more than one observation was available for a given site, only the one with the best274

atmospheric conditions was included in the average. In total 29 CaSSIS images were used for the275

calculation of ratioed reflectance averages. For each streak we included one measurement at the276

apex and one at the terminus, which revealed that on average all 3 types of streaks are brighter at277

the apex and darker at the terminus. Dark streaks are on average darker than their surroundings278

by ∼6% and bright streaks are brighter by ∼2%. The darkest streak was found to be 12% darker279
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Figure 4: Time-lapse image sequence of slope streaks, exhibiting a contrast transition from dark into bright relative
to the surrounding terrain. (A) MOC observation E0301436 taken on 2001-04-16. (B) CaSSIS PAN image
MY35_009342_158_0 taken on 2019-12-27. (C) HiRISE RED image ESP_066514_2050 taken on 2020-10-04. The
phase angles are shown at the bottom left of each panel. Sun illumination direction shown in the top right of each image.

and the brightest streak 4% brighter than the surroundings. The largest difference between apex280

and terminus measurements can be seen in transitioning slope streak spectra, for which the apex is281

brighter than the terminus by about 3%. We also observed that both transitioning streak termini282
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and both sections of dark slope streaks exhibit a characteristic "kink" upwards from PAN to BLU283

wavelengths. CRISM spectral ratios of dark slope streaks exhibited the same spectral kink at <500284

nm (Mushkin et al., 2010). Lastly, bright streaks and the apex of transitioning streaks instead display285

a roughly flat spectrum, indicative of no difference in particle size.286

Figure 5: Average ratioed reflectance plot in the four color bands of CaSSIS (BLU, PAN, RED and NIR) for 34 dark, 25
bright and 19 transitioning slope streaks analyzed in this work. The bright streak and transitioning streak apex section
spectra exhibit a featureless brightening. For both sections of dark streaks and transitioning streaks terminus part, the
measurements show a decrease from the BLU (497 nm) to PAN (677 nm) ratioed values. Errors bars are 1 sigma and
suggest that a large variety of slope streak contrast states exist.

3.4 Slope streak multi-angular observations287

Phase angle dependent phenomena related to particulate materials are known to occur on Mars.288

For example, dark sand deposits in Juventae Chasma appeared brighter than their surrounding in high289

phase angle images, thereby suggesting that it is comprised of strongly forward-scattering material290

(Geissler, 1992; Johnson et al., 2008). To investigate how the reflectance of bright and transitioning291
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slope streaks varies with phase angle, we imaged site S1 (Fig. 6) under three different illumination292

geometries. This site includes a transitioning streak and several bright slope streaks. There is a faded293

bright streak at NW position from the transitioning streak T1, which has almost completely faded294

into the background (Fig. 6D white arrow). We performed multi-angular photometric measurements295

on T1 and B1 to understand how ratioed reflectance varies with phase angle. Fig. 6 reveals that296

differences in brightness of the B1a and B1b sections are phase-angle-dependent. Both apex and297

terminus measurements show an increase in brightness by 3% in the low phase angle observation298

(24.3◦). T1a also exhibits a similar brightening under low phase. The spectrum of T1b does not299

exhibit a large dependence on phase angle but the characteristic "kink" from PAN to BLU was300

observed as in Fig. 5. Optical opacity estimates indicated that τ is 1.523 for the observation shown301

in Fig. 6B. However, the actual atmospheric conditions for this image appear to be better than those302

derived from the climatology data.303

At site S16 (Fig. 7), which is located in the center of a large crater in Arabia Terra, we acquired304

three low phase angle observations (12.3◦, 19.6◦ and 37.7◦). We analyzed the termini section of305

two bright streaks (B1 and B2), two dark streaks (D1 and D2) and one transitioning (T1) streak to306

further quantify changes in brightness. Only the termini parts were selected since they were close to307

homogeneous dusty areas on a comparable slope (yellowish tone material as seen in the CaSSIS308

NPB products). The steeper slopes of these outcrops are likely composed of different material309

and/or dust than the floor unit of this crater. In site S16 we also observed transitioning streaks that310

are not bright at the apex even in low phase angle observations (see Fig. 7B black arrow). Only311

surface texture observable in high resolution HiRISE images reveal that the apex is part of the same312

streak (ID: ESP_060342_1985). A similar type of streak can be also observed in site S21 (Table 1).313

Fig. 7D shows that several surface details are not visible without high signal-to-noise ratio and good314

atmospheric conditions. These data points are therefore not included in the photometric analysis.315

The results in Fig. 7 show a slight brightening with decreasing phase angle of the two (B1 and316

B2) bright slope streaks by 1%. However, there is not much difference between the measurements at317

12.3◦ and 19.6◦. We again observe here a similar featureless brightening as in Fig. 6. Dark streaks318
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Figure 6: (A-C) CaSSIS multi-angular observations of site S1 (31.91E, 27.26N), which features a transitioning streak
and many bright streaks. (D-E) ROI close ups selected for relative photometry on the transitioning streak (T1a and T1b)
and on a bright streak (B1a and B1b). Although the third observation (C) was acquired in low light conditions, the SNR
is high enough to obtain reliable photometric measurements. CaSSIS multi-angular ratioed reflectance plots for the
apex (B1a) and terminus (B1b) of one bright slope streak and the same measurement for a transitioning slope streak
(T1a and T1b respectively). A general brightening with phase is observed for all slope streaks. Bright slope streaks
show a featureless brightening in all 4 CaSSIS bands. The terminus part of transitioning streak (T1b) show a sharp
decrease in ratio at the BLU band (497 nm). Phase angles are shown on the bottom left (A-C).
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Figure 7: (A-D) CaSSIS multi-angular observations of various slope streaks for site S16. (E-I) ROI close ups selected
for relative photometry (B1, B2, T1, D1 and D2). No photometric analysis was performed on (D), it is only shown
here to display the importance of high SNR and good atmospheric conditions in identifying slope streaks. CaSSIS
multi-angular ratioed reflectance plots for the terminus of bright (B1 and B2), dark (D1 and D2) and transitioning
(T1) streaks at site S16. Ratio plot (T2/B3) of transitioning talus (T2) and bright talus (B3) streak also provided. A
general brightening with decreasing phase is observed on all slope streaks. The dark streaks (D1 and D2) and the
transitioning streak (T1) show a sharp decrease in ratio at the CaSSIS BLU band (497 nm). A similar effect can be seen
in transitioning (T2) and bright streak (B3) termini ratio plot (T2/B3). Phase angles are shown on the bottom left (A-D).

(D1 and D2) also show a sharp ratio decrease by 3% in the BLU, which is even stronger under the319

lowest phase angle acquisition. The terminus part of T1 presents a flatter spectrum, than that in320
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D1 and D2, but the kink from BLU to PAN is still recognizable within about 2%. The last plot in321

Fig. 7 features the ratio of the termini parts of transitioning (T2) and bright (B3) slope streak. The322

T2/B3 ratio at 19.6◦ phase is lower than at 37.7◦ phase likely because the bright streak terminus323

(denominator) brightened more than the dark streak terminus (numerator). Also, it illustrates that324

the spectral ratio between dark and bright streak is comparable in shape to that of dark slope streak325

and surrounding dust (i.e. the same kink in D1, D2 and T1 plots).326

Figure 8: Multi-angular ratioed reflectance plot in the CaSSIS PAN (677 nm) band, for dark (black dots) and bright
(white dots) slope streaks observed in this study. Each set of lines is a different site composed of either individual images
(dots) and/or stereo observations (stars). A steep linear phase angle dependency is observed for dark slope streaks likely
due to interparticle shadow hiding opposition effect. It suggests that slope streak surfaces are more porous and rough
relative to the surrounding terrains. Bright streaks exhibit either no change in brightness or a slight brightening in a few
cases, which may indicate that their surfaces are more compact relative to the surrounding materials.

We summarize our CaSSIS multi-angular results for bright and dark slope streaks in Fig. 8.327

This plot, in the CaSSIS PAN band (677 nm), is based on measurements of all sites from Table 1328

that include two or more images and have at least one under 20◦ phase. Each site on the plot is a329
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separate curve composed of either individual images and/or stereo observations. Dark slope streaks,330

in comparison to bright ones, exhibit a steeper phase slope and in some cases brighten by up to ∼7%331

(site S24, 7.5 to 46.2◦ phase). Bright streaks show a slight (up to 1%) brightening with decreasing332

phase and in some cases even no brightening at all (see nearly flat spectra of site S7, 19.6 to 56.7◦333

phase). A difference in reflectance can also be observed between stereo pairs (data points marked as334

stars), where the lower phase observation always includes larger ratioed reflectance value. Since335

CaSSIS stereo pairs are acquired roughly within 40 s, the atmospheric column in both images should336

be the same, therefore the observed signal is due to the light scattering properties of the surface. Fig.337

8 illustrates that with decreasing phase angle dark streaks brighten more, relative to the surrounding338

terrain, than do the bright streaks. Also, based on this plot, we do not observe the hypothesized339

slope streak contrast reversal inferred from observations of Earth snow avalanches (Baratoux et al.,340

2006). Additionally, we have investigated the other three CaSSIS filters but did not observe a341

considerable wavelength dependence. However, in the BLU filter dark streaks exhibited slightly342

bluer ratioed reflectance values (shifted upwards in the y-axis) but retained the same slope and phase343

dependence. This conclusion generally agrees with multi-angular observations of OMEGA and344

CRISM (Vincendon, 2013) that indicated that Mars’ surface phase function behavior is independent345

of wavelength, at least for some surface materials.346

3.5 Laboratory measurements and comparison to CaSSIS data347

The results of multi-angular measurements using the PHIRE-2 radio-goniometer for six grain348

size fractions of MGS-1 (at wavelengths 450, 650 and 905 nm) are shown in Fig. 9, together with349

their reflectance spectra for the same grain size fractions acquired by MoHIS. From multi-angular350

data we can observe that for all particle phase curves, reflectance starts to increase as the phase angles351

approach low values. The latter behavior is expected for particulate materials and is characterized by352

an exponential increase in reflectance towards 0◦ phase. This phenomena is known as the opposition353

surge effect and is composed of two components: 1) the shadow hiding effect due to decreasing354

shadows between the particles as opposition is approached (Hapke, 1984; Shkuratov et al., 1994;355
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Shkuratov and Helfenstein, 2001), and 2) the coherent backscattering due to constructive interference356

of photons at very small phase angles (Muinonen, 1994; Muinonen et al., 2010). Depending on the357

material, the coherent backscattering peak can be very narrow (∼<2◦), whereas the shadow hiding358

peak is relatively broad (∼<20◦) (e.g. Helfenstein et al., 1997). Therefore, since most of our CaSSIS359

data are above the phase angle range where coherent backscattering occurs, it is likely that our360

observations in Fig. 8 illustrate the increased backscattering due to shadow hiding effects.361

Figure 9: PHIRE-2 goniometer measurements for all MGS-1 size fractions at three different wavelengths (450, 650
and 905 nm). All grain fractions exhibit increased reflectance as phase angles approach 0◦, likely due to the broad
backscatterring peak of the shadow hiding effect. The fourth plot features MoHIS acquired spectra for different particle
size fractions of MGS-1 sample. The smallest particles exhibit the largest albedo. Spectral range is from 0.38 µm to
2.45µm. Observation geometry for PHIRE-2 measurements: i = 0◦, e = g.

To test our hypothesis that slope streaks are composed of larger particles than the surrounding362

dusty terrains, we calculated the ratio of selected CaSSIS-convolved spectra of the large particles363
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(numerator) to that of MGS-1 with smaller mean particles (denominator). Three selected laboratory364

ratios for different particle size ranges are shown in Fig. 10. On the same plot we compare these365

ratioed laboratory spectra with CaSSIS ratioed reflectance spectra of dark and bright streaks from366

Fig. 5.367

We were able to replicate the shape of the dark slope streak spectral ratio using laboratory368

MGS-1 20-10 and 10-0 µm, 45-20 and 10-0 µm, and 45-20 and 20-10 µm spectral ratios. The369

characteristic "kink" visible from PAN to BLU band for dark slope streaks resembles the shape of all370

three MGS-1 ratios at the same wavelength. However, laboratory spectra exhibit a more enhanced371

and deeper spectral ratio. This could be due to the fact that particles within slope streaks have372

much broader size distributions than fractions isolated in the lab. We cannot exclude that the PAN373

to BLU feature of dark slope streak spectra is diminished by atmospheric effects and therefore is374

more pronounced in the lab spectral ratios. We also cannot rule out the possibility that this feature375

contains a compositional component (Viviano-Beck et al., 2014).376

3.6 Reflectance modeling377

The Hapke-modeled reflectance of different particle size fractions of Martian dust are shown378

in Fig. 11. Our modeling suggests that only a narrow particle size range of relatively small mean379

grain sizes can reproduce the different reflectance behavior at wavelengths below 500 nm. Indeed,380

only for mean particle sizes below 20 µm, the spectra diverge from a flat curve with a value of 0.03381

Lambert albedo at these wavelengths. This conclusion partially supports our laboratory findings382

that the only size fractions capable of producing these effects are relatively small particles. Also,383

the shape of the spectrum of the smallest particle size range and its albedo value generally agrees384

with the results of Martian dust analog studies (Wells et al., 1984).385
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Figure 10: Ratioed reflectance averages for bright (orange solid line) and dark slope streaks (black solid line), and
MoHIS spectrometer MGS-1 CaSSIS convolved spectral ratios for selected particle size fractions. A similar ratio
feature can be observed from PAN to BLU for both lab and CaSSIS dark slope streak spectra, which indicates a possible
particle size effect. Slope streak spectra taken from Fig. 5. Y axis offset for clarity.

4 Discussion386

CaSSIS color spectral ratios of dark, bright and transitioning slope streaks suggest a genetic387

relationship between these three populations. For example, the average ratioed reflectance plot388

shown in Fig. 5 indicates that the spectra of the dark slope streaks are similar to that of the termini389

spectra of the transitioning streaks. The spectra of bright streaks also appear to have a similar flat390

shape to that of the apex of the transitioning streak. This implies that some streaks may form as391

dark, then enter a transitioning phase, and finally become completely bright. Furthermore, based on392

Fig. 5, dark slope streak apexes are fainter than their termini, which might indicate a top-to-bottom393

fading process. In support of the aforementioned evidences, MOC, CaSSIS and HiRISE consecutive394
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Figure 11: Modeled Lambert albedo reflectance curves for different grain sizes. The model was run for particle
size fractions similar to those analyzed in the lab. The plot illustrates that the smallest particles <10 µm exhibit the
largest increase in albedo. The incidence angle was set to equal 50◦ in order to analyze the reflectance dependence on
particle size, unrelated to opposition surge phenomena. Based on optical constants derived from CRISM/OMEGA
measurements (Wolff et al., 2009).

observations (Fig. 4) of the site S15 identified a complete dark to bright slope streak reversal.395

This observation, combined with the CaSSIS spectral evidence, supports the hypothesis that bright396

streaks may be purely old dark slope streaks (Schorghofer et al., 2007).397

Dust deposition might play a role, not only in the fading of slope streaks (Aharonson et al.,398

2003), but also in their time-dependent brightening. We present a conceptual model, primarily399

based on dust deposition on pre-existing surface microtexture and its temporal compaction (see400

Model 1, Fig. 12). Although there are documented cases of slope streaks which contain discernible401

meter-scale topography, e.g. longitudinal ridges (Chuang et al., 2007; Beyer et al., 2008) and402
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linear mounds (Phillips et al., 2007), in all of our analyzed sites we did not observe albedo contrast403

dependency on topography. Meter-scale topographic features were observed for both dark, bright404

and faded streaks alike (e.g. HiRISE ID: ESP_066514_2050). Therefore, we must assume that405

slope streak photometric darkening/brightening is due to the changes in the surface cm-mm scale406

microstructure (� HiRISE resolution). Model 1 describes a scenario where as the streak forms, it407

exposes a deeper and darker substrate. Such a substrate would be composed of larger particles than408

the nearby dusty terrains. Alternatively, a larger particle layer could be achieved due to particle409

sorting (Kleinhans, 2004), since in granular materials large particles are observed to move to least410

shear strain zones (Bagnold, 1954). The decrease in reflectance may also be due to the increase411

in porosity and microscopic roughness (Shepard and Helfenstein, 2007). With time, dust would412

settle on the rough slope streak surface, creating an optically opaque coating and effectively erasing413

the spectral signature described earlier (i.e. "kink" from PAN to BLU). Perhaps due to particle414

settling and/or surface properties that allow compaction of dust (Herkenhoff et al., 2004), slope415

streak reversal in contrast could be achieved. Given enough time, even more dust would settle416

and fully bury the intricate microstructure. From a spectral perspective, such a surface would be417

indistinguishable from the nearby terrains. Note that in this model the settled amount of dust is418

insufficient in erasing macroscopic topography, which may remain intact after the initial avalanche419

flow.420

Although conceptually viable, the described dustfall model, would need to be very slow (on421

the order of decades) to be consistent with known slope streak brightening/fading rates (Bergonio422

et al. 2013, also Fig. 4). On Mars most surface features are suggested to fade from atmospheric423

dust settling relatively quickly. Global changes in surface albedo and therefore dust deposition are424

known to be modulated seasonally (Szwast et al., 2006). The formation of mesoscale windstreaks425

was shown to be enhanced during seasons of increased local dust storm activity (Thomas et al.,426

2003). On a much smaller scale, dust devil tracks, which are formed via dust deflation by moving427

dust devils, also usually fade within a Martian season (Malin and Edgett, 2001; Balme et al., 2003).428

Deposition of perhaps a few microns of airfall dust was suggested to be enough to cause dust429
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Figure 12: Surface profile view for two types of slope streak brightening models. Conceptual model of dust fallout
(Model 1) and the brightening by decomposition of surface agglomerates (Model 2). In Model 1 the slope streak
brightening is achieved by deposition of dust and compaction of the rough larger particle layer. Likely several decades
are needed for the dark slope streak to become completely brighter than the surrounding terrains. Model 2 illustrates
a case where, with time, the fragile large grain agglomerates break down, perhaps due to external weathering or the
wear-off of interparticle forces. In this schematic, the color of the grains is only symbolic and particle sizes are not to
scale.

devil track disappearance (Malin and Edgett, 2001). Also, some dust devils tracks were shown to430

completely disappear right after global dust storms (Greeley et al., 2010). Interestingly, in case of431

slope streaks in Lycus Sulci, it appeared that the dust storm in 2001 did not cause them to fade away432

(Bergonio et al., 2013).433

Secondly, Recurring Slope Lineae (RSL) found on equatorial slopes are known to fade434

seasonally (McEwen et al., 2011; Stillman et al., 2017; Vincendon et al., 2019). Their occurrence435

on steep slopes around the angle of repose for granular material suggested that RSL may be flows of436

sand, which remove a thin coating of dust (Dundas, 2020). Schaefer et al. (2019) proposed that one437

of the key differences between the fading mechanisms of RSL and slope streaks is their occurrence438

in two distinctly different albedo regimes. RSL are found in host terrains of albedo <0.1 and slope439

streaks in that of ∼0.3 (McEwen et al., 2014). Since low albedo terrains brighten more easily by440
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even small amounts of dust fallout (Wells et al., 1984), Schaefer et al. (2019) suggested that it takes441

more time for slope streaks to fade from dust deposition. However, it has been noted that dust devil442

tracks found within the same location as slope streaks, still faded within a few martian seasons,443

while slope streaks did not appear to be affected (Schorghofer and King, 2011). Paradoxically, high444

albedo regions like Arabia, which are known to be dusty (Ruff and Christensen, 2002; Szwast et al.,445

2006) should naturally experience higher dustfall rates, consequently making slope streaks more446

susceptible to fading by atmospheric dust fallout.447

Slope streaks represent a unique type of albedo features that persist for decades on the martian448

surface. Perhaps the atmospheric dust settling process plays only a minor role and merely provides449

the raw materials for soil cohesion during the slope streak formation. Therefore, it is conceivable450

that another mechanism is responsible for slope streak fading and/or brightening. In Fig. 12 we451

present Model 2 that evokes temporal surface evolution from other factors unrelated to dust fallout.452

In this model, the assumption that slope streaks expose a darker substrate is also not required.453

This is evoked in order to be consistent with the observations where boulder tracks on the same454

slopes as dark streaks do not expose a darker substrate (Mushkin et al., 2010) and the lack of455

scars in some new streaks (Kreslavsky and Head, 2009). Instead, the flow as it moves downslope456

consumes and effectively enlarges surficial particles sizes by either: 1) cementation and electrostatic457

cohesion by weakly bound van der Waals forces (Bridges et al., 2010; Vaughan et al., 2010) or458

2) a diagenetic process, which increases the grain sizes of pre-existing iron oxide materials by459

agglomeration (Mushkin et al., 2010). Cohesion of dust likely due to electrostatic charging has460

been documented by the Spirit rover (Herkenhoff et al., 2006) and also happens in the martian461

atmosphere (Harrison et al., 2016). In case of diagenesis, Mushkin et al. (2010) argued that FeOx462

grains not only increase the volume scattering, but also create mm-cm scale roughness within the463

slope streak surfaces. Regardless of the exact process responsible for particle enlargement, the464

resultant surface would likely be very porous and rough. At least for materials made of mixed465

silica sand, thermal conductivity tends to decrease with high porosity and low proportion of fine466

particles (Ahn and Jung, 2017). Interestingly, Schorghofer et al. (2007) using THEMIS day IR467
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data observed a dark streak that is warmer than nearby slopes and suggested that this is due to a468

decrease in thermal conductivity. The next stage of Model 2 illustrates a scenario, where with time,469

the fragile large grain agglomerates would start to break down, perhaps due to external erosion470

or the wear-off of interparticle forces. As the particle effective size decreases the albedo of such471

surface would start to increase. Once all uppermost particles have decomposed, the new layer would472

likely be more compact than the surrounding slightly more porous terrains. Perhaps once this stage473

is reached, dust deposition may be able to effectively mask the new small particles and erase the474

bright streak spectral signatures. The proposed soil degradation process could potentially lead to a475

scar formation (Gerstell et al., 2004; Kreslavsky and Head, 2009) if the initial agglomerated particle476

layer is thick enough. Lastly, the observed top-to-bottom brightening process might be controlled by477

slope because larger aggregates are not as stable on sloping surfaces and are more exposed to wind478

(Sullivan et al., 2008).479

Conclusions480

Based on CaSSIS spectral andmulti-angular evidence from∼30 sites, and temporal observations481

of one location that exhibited a contrast reversal, we show that slope streaks undergo changes482

in albedo after their formation. Fresh slope streaks are composed of larger particles, contain a483

rougher and more porous surface layer, and appear ∼10% darker than the surrounding terrains.484

Within decades, a substantial proportion of slope streaks in Arabia Terra likely experiences regolith485

compaction and a reduction of the upper surface layer in effective particle size. Eventually this486

process results in streaks, which are brighter by up to 4% than the surrounding particulate materials.487

Ultimately even these bright slope streaks fade out and lose their spectral signatures. In this case,488

meter scale topography observable only in high-res imagery would be reminiscent of the old slope489

streak.490

Our global mapping of bright slope streaks revealed that these features are very common in the491

Arabia Terra region. Although remote sensing observations by other missions suggest that Tharsis492
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and Arabia regions are covered by comparable albedo, it is plausible that the rarity of bright slope493

streaks in other regions than Arabia may be an indicator of variable dust thickness, dust deposition494

rates and/or cohesive soil properties on Mars.495

Laboratory measurements of sieved Mars simulant samples of particle size fractions from <10496

to 40 µm yielded reflectance ratios comparable to those observed by CaSSIS for dark and bright497

slope streaks. It suggests that particles found within and outside of slope streaks are perhaps different498

by several factors in size. Hapke reflectance modeling of palagonite dust indicated that the largest499

albedo increase occurs for the smallest particle size ranges (<10 µm grain size).500

We have shown that slope streak surfaces are non-Lambertian (i.e. scatter light non uniformly501

with phase angle) and are susceptible to shadow hiding opposition effects. If low tau atmospheric502

conditions are available, optical phenomena can be observed on the Martian surface using CaSSIS.503

Since CaSSIS is able to image under extremely low phase angle illumination (<5◦) perhaps coherent504

backscattering opposition effect can also be investigated for martian particulate materials. The505

observations of these optical phenomena will be analyzed within future work.506
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Table 1. Coordinates, IDs, streak category, CaSSIS IDs, atmospheric opacity values, phase angle and date for slope streak 

sites analyzed in this study.  

Long (°E) Lat (°) ID type of streaks CaSSIS IDs tau (τ) phase angle (°) date, UTC 

31.91 27.26 S1 transitioning, 
bright 

MY35_009479_155_0 
MY35_013296_153_0 
MY35_013582_153_0 

0.34 
0.48 
1.52 

24.3 
84.3 
53.2 

2020-01-07T23:04:24.860 
2020-11-15T11:55:46.597 
2020-12-08T21:56:26.811 

28.49 11.15 S2 transitioning MY35_009616_169_0 0.22 9.7 2020-01-19T04:22:24.392 

30.62 24.22 S3 bright, dark MY35_009678_156_0 0.22 33.5 2020-01-24T06:08:13.632 

28.94 23.03 S4 transitioning, dark, 
bright 

MY35_008591_024_0  
MY35_009417_160_0 
MY35_009504_159_0  
MY35_013154_026_0 

0.13 
0.21 
0.21 
0.37 

83.0 
36.5 
21.3 
70.2 

2019-10-27T05:19:48.389 
2020-01-02T21:15:40.619 
2020-01-10T00:13:29.957 
2020-11-03T20:10:45.992 

38.22 11.74 S5 bright MY35_010095_012_0 0.19 55.0 2020-02-27T08:48:07.250 

35.82 13.38 S6 dark, bright MY35_010685_170_0 0.47 73.6 2020-04-15T17:05:19.745 

38.15 8.81 S7 transitioning, 
bright, dark 

MY35_009653_172_0 
MY35_013079_009_0 

0.18 
0.52 

19.6 
56.7 

2020-01-22T05:05:49.535 
2020-10-28T16:42:57.676 

43.86 8.34 S8 transitioning, dark, 
bright 

MY35_010244_008_0 
MY35_011823_010_0 

0.26 
1.15 

13.6 
56.5 

2020-03-10T13:35:08.952 
2020-07-17T20:31:11.423 

22.61 25.82 S9 dark, bright MY35_008410_160_0 0.22 53.7 2019-10-12T10:23:11.700 

38.76 13.51 S10 transitioning, dark MY35_012152_169_0 0.77 50.4 2020-08-13T19:54:47.793 
 

44.76 5.91 S11 transitioning, dark MY35_012127_175_0 0.82 48.3 2020-08-11T18:49:48.689 

16.93 6.03 S12 transitioning MY35_009517_177_0 
MY35_010133_006_0 
MY35_010636_177_0 

0.14 
0.33 
0.28 

28.4 
44.2 
81.4 

2020-01-11T01:52:12.008 
2020-03-01T11:26:41.507 
2020-04-11T16:50:19.535 

257.86 26.01 S13 transitioning, dark MY35_010187_027_0 
MY35_010274_026_0 

0.24 
0.22 

32.2 
17.0 

2020-03-05T21:40:30.724 
2020-03-13T00:38:22.073 

37.16 19.56 S14 dark, bright MY35_009367_163_0 
MY35_009454_163_0  

0.18 
0.16 

53.3 
37.8 

2019-12-29T19:01:25.425 
2020-01-05T21:59:21.763 

40.06 24.62 S15 Transitioning, 
bright 

 

MY35_009342_158_0 
MY35_009429_158_0 
MY35_010381_028_0 
MY36_015024_154_0 
MY36_016143_156_0 

0.13 
0.10 
0.28 
0.14 
0.05 

55.0 
40.0 
31.1 
34.9 
45.8 

2019-12-27T17:52:05.328 
2020-01-03T20:49:56.666 
2020-03-21T18:54:44.502 
2021-04-05T23:39:44.468 
2021-07-06T14:38:36.754 

48.90 18.30 S16 transitioning, dark, 
bright 

MY34_005562_162_0 
MY36_014887_165_0 
MY36_014974_161_0 
MY36_016466_161_0 

0.79 
0.03 
0.11 
0.07 

37.7 
12.3 
19.6 
32.9 

2019-02-21T07:08:41.063 
2021-03-25T18:29:27.025 
2021-04-01T21:26:35.254 
2021-08-02T01:24:03.246 

41.23 11.38 S17 bright, dark, 
transitioning 

MY35_010747_172_0 0.37 56.4 2020-04-20T18:56:10.000 

41.66 10.41 S18 dark, bright MY35_007017_173_0 
MY35_011207_170_0  
MY35_011848_013_0 

0.38 
0.42 
0.91 

45.6 
71.6 
73.0 

2019-06-20T09:02:44.452 
2020-05-28T10:52:56.892 
2020-07-19T21:39:46.529 

26.66 2.69 S19 transitioning, 
bright 

MY35_007030_182_0 
MY35_010257_002_0 

0.28 
0.21 

49.1 
15.2 

2019-06-21T10:38:07.499 
2020-03-11T15:06:01.004 

30.90 6.60 S20 dark, bright MY34_002312_006_2 
MY34_003804_006_2 

0.29 
0.46 

41.8 
52.8 

2018-05-31T06:57:02.000 
2018-09-30T09:24:06.645 

28.50 23.42 S21 transitioning, dark MY35_010083_024_0 0.33 57.8 2020-02-26T09:17:14.203 
 

33.98 20.88 S22 transitioning, 
bright 

MY35_012930_021_0 0.61 50.5 2020-10-16T11:58:49.048 
 

23.38 13.20 S23 dark MY35_013179_016_0 0.44 76.2 2020-11-05T21:15:07.097 

214.93 15.23 S24 dark MY36_014844_167_0 
MY36_014931_166_0 

0.18 
0.10 

21.8 
7.5 

2021-03-22T06:00:29.909 
2021-03-29T08:58:22.071 
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MY36_015485_014_0 0.03 46.2 2021-05-13T16:49:17.575 

39.60 
 

9.19 S25 dark MY35_010269_009_0 
MY36_015049_170_0 
MY36_015777_009_1 
MY36_015777_009_2 

0.17 
0.19 
0.14 
0.14 

11.9 
28.0 
42.3 
30.7 

2020-03-12T14:43:04.053 
2021-04-08T00:52:43.664 
2021-06-06T14:36:11.960 
2021-06-06T14:36:59.960 

282.91 27.49 S26 dark MY35_006735_152_0 0.27 32.2 2019-05-28T06:59:41.418 

188.25 7.56 S27 dark MY36_014932_173_0 
MY36_015019_173_0 

0.16 
0.08 

13.9 
18.6 

2021-03-29T10:58:59.075 
2021-04-05T13:56:03.446 

37.79 11.24 S28 
 

dark, bright 
 

MY36_014875_169_0 
MY36_014962_169_0 
MY36_016454_169_1 
MY36_016454_169_2 

0.06 
0.02 
0.04 
0.04 

18.2 
5.2 

28.5 
35.1 

2021-03-24T18:56:58.832 
2021-03-31T21:54:02.203 
2021-08-01T01:51:35.195 
2021-08-01T01:52:22.195 

21.64
  

12.64 S29 dark, bright 
 

MY36_014975_168_0 
MY36_016467_168_1 
MY36_016467_168_2 

0.04 
0.04 
0.04 

9.1 
35.9 
40.6 

2021-04-01T23:26:24.259 
2021-08-02T03:23:57.251 
2021-08-02T03:24:45.251 
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 We report first CaSSIS observations of Martian slope streaks.  
 We identified a site where dark streaks turned fully bright in a twenty-year period.  
 Dark streaks are possibly composed of more porous and rough Martian soil.  
 Laboratory measurements of Martian simulant indicate particle size effects.    
 Bright streaks are more compact but of similar grain sizes relative to the 

surrounding terrains.  
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